Best Boutique Corporate Structuring
Firm – UAE
Tactical Management DWC LLC is an independent private equity, multi-family office and corporate structuring
firm. Throughout the years, the firm has built a successful business, boasting a number of accolades and a solid
client base to support it. Recently, Acquisition International Magazine targeted and profiled the firm to discover
what are those exceptional services the firm consistently delivers.

B

ased in Dubai, Tactical Management provides strategic
management support in global markets. It offers innovative
solutions which derives from close relationships on the
ground to local understanding and global insights. In addition to this,
the firm also offers various personalised services, which includes
dynamic wealth creation, bespoke corporate structures and efficient
asset protection in challenging environments to name a few.
Tactical Management bumped off from the typical approach of many
private equity firms instead it looks beyond the numbers by putting the
people who are backing each project at the forefront of their business.
The firm focuses on the substance behind each proposal and
carefully considers the long-term value of the project. It specialises
in helping businesses that are in difficult situations to get back on
their feet and stays with them as long as necessary to ensure that
the company and its management are secured before exiting. This
is where Tactical Management becomes one of the leaders because
once the firm takes on a project, the firm holistically practices fluid
exit strategies rather than setting a timeline, which greatly benefits
the company it works with.
The firm is hoping to change what is expected of foreign direct
investment by creating a project portfolio which is diverse and
cultivates long lasting results for its clients. Tactical Management is
equipped with the ability to acquire
diverse, sustainable investment
portfolios that rely on detailed
due diligence, expert analysis and
in-depth market knowledge and
these diverse natures are shown
in its clients list which ranges from
healthcare, water, manufacturing
and industrial companies to fruit
processing plant.
Tactical Management also works
as an independent multi-family
office. The firm takes charge of
its client’s affairs and gives them
strategic
asset
management
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advices. It operates on providing a bespoke ‘Service Delivery Model’,
by giving objective advices which favors the interests of the clients
first and removes the inherent conflict of interest.
The firm additionally offers estate planning and lifestyle management
services as an integral part of their multi-family office, which are
limited to their High-Net-Worth client base. Tactical Management
has multilingual and multinational experts who are experienced in
developing sophisticated wealth transfer strategies and integrating
those strategies with personal and business goals. It discreetly
serves and offers services to clients from around the world who have
busy schedules and need turnkey solutions to save time and make
life easier where and when it counts.
One of the main specialisms of the firm lies in its corporate structuring
services. The firm prides itself to offer a unique one-stop solutions,
which helps clients setting up the corporate structure, assisting with
the corporate secretarial services and ongoing management. Under
the guidance of Tactical Management, it helps clients to operate
globally to enter into new markets. The firm advices its clients to
adhere to their country’s rules and regulations to reduce costs and
enhance revenues and profits which main goals are to help its clients
to develop and implement effective planning to reach their goals and
maximise profit. Working together, the firm studies every facet of the
client’s organisation, and identifies the key issues and challenges
facing the business.
One of the targets which Tactical Management has set out for 2020 is
to increase its presence in Latin America. Latin America is positioning
itself as an attractive and sustainable destination for Arab investors
who want to expand globally and take their business to new heights.
The plan is even more feasible by the fact that there are now direct
flights available from the Middle East to Latin America. There has
been strong growth in exports from Latin America to the Middle
East and from this, Tactical Management is positive to expect an
exponential increase in its business activities in the coming years.
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